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Abstract

Recently, by adding natural language understanding to com-
puter vision, object detection models can detect nuanced con-
cepts from free-form text without specific training. A visual
search is important to understanding accidents and the extent
of the damage in natural disaster response and planning. In
this paper, we discuss the use of a vision-language object de-
tection model to carry out a visual search of an image archive
of an earthquake disaster. We will demonstrate the effective-
ness of a vision-language object detection model in the field
of object detection by varying the level of complexity of the
image-related text to detect objects such as “a backpack”, “a
safety cone”, “a blue tarp”, “a person sitting”, “a person wear-
ing a helmet”, and “a person riding a bike”. We will also com-
pare the accuracy of vision-language object detection models
and an open-vocabulary image classification model in visual
searches and analyze the tendency.

1. Introduction

Many applications in science and industry require the ex-
traction of specific information from a large collection of
data. One such application is natural disaster response and
planning. In such an application, a visual search is important
to understanding accidents and the extent of damage.

In a typical visual search using computer vision, for exam-
ple, to detect “a person riding a bike”, the images of “a person
riding a bike” must be prepared and used to train an object de-
tection model to detect an image containing “a person riding
a bike”. It is not realistic to prepare a large amount of train-
ing data for each such query. On the other hand, by adding
natural language understanding to computer vision, detection
becomes possible without specific training.

In this paper, we demonstrate the effectiveness of vision-
language object detection pre-trained models of GLIP [1] and
MDETR [2] in a visual search using the digital archive of
the Great Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake Disaster. We also use
an open-vocabulary image classification pre-trained model of

CLIP [3], and compare the performances of these classifica-
tion and detection models in a visual archive search.

2. Related work

CLIP, pre-trained by large-scale image-text pairs, make
open-vocabulary image classification possible. Inspired by
CLIP, vision-language object detection models, such as GLIP
and MDETR, have been proposed. They detect nuanced con-
cepts from free-form text, and generalize them to unseen
combinations of categories and attributes. Recently, image
retrieval using CLIP has been proposed in the fields of fashion
[4], commerce [5], and medicine [6]. We evaluate text-based
visual archive searches using GLIP and MDETR.

3. Methods

A visual search is carried out using the Great Hanshin-
Awaji Earthquake Disaster Materials Collection Digital
Gallery owned by Kobe University. In order to investigate
the vision-language object detection pre-trained models to de-
termine their object search efficiency, in our experiments, the
24,303 images from the archive (without annotations) and the
text query describing the object being searched for are input
into the GLIP (GLIP-L) and MDETR (EfficientNet-B5) mod-
els, and the CLIP (ViT-B/32) model. The retrieved images are
then arranged in order of decreasing output score to evaluate
the visual archive search. In a visual archive search, filtering
is necessary to pick images that contain the requested object
and to discard images that do not contain the requested object.
An illustration of a random human search pipeline is shown in
Figure 1 (left). An illustration of a visual archive search using
a vision-language object detection pre-trained model pipeline
is shown in Figure 1 (right).
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Figure 1: Random human search pipeline (left) and visual archive search using vision-language object detection model
pipeline (right)

4. Results

4.1 Experiment on the 24,303 images (without annota-
tions)

In order to evaluate the visual archive search, we define
“visual search efficiency gain” in our experiments as follows:

visual search efficiency gain

=
Precisionmodel(TP = 50)

Precisionhuman(TP = 50)

=

50
TP+FP (model)

50
TP+FP (human)

=
TP + FP (human)

TP + FP (model)

(1)

where TP represents the number of true positives and
Precisionmodel(TP = 50) and Precisionhuman(TP =
50) represent the precision score of GLIP, MDETR or CLIP,
and by-human (without GLIP, MDETR or CLIP) when TP =
50 , respectively. This efficiency gain means that if the gain is
greater than 1, the vision-language object detection or classi-
fication is effective in comparison to a random human search.

Table 1 shows the visual search efficiency gain for GLIP,
MDETR and CLIP for six queries. Using GLIP and MDETR,
they are arranged in order of decreasing output score. Also,
using CLIP, it calculates the cosine similarity of the image
and the text query, and then they are arranged in order of de-
creasing similarity. Their images, which contain the detected
object, are employed for the evaluation of the visual archive
search. On the other hand, in the random human search, 600
images are randomly selected and a person detects the object
in the images for each query. The number of the detected ob-
jects for “a backpack”, “a safety cone”, “a blue tarp”, “a per-

(a) Correct object detection

(b) Incorrect object detection

Figure 2: Examples for “a person wearing a helmet” detected
by GLIP (photo by Yoshimichi Ohgimoto (Kobe University
Library Great Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake Disaster Materials
Collection))
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Table 1: Comparison of visual search efficiency gain

GLIP MDETR CLIP
“a backpack” 11.58 2.31 3.34

“a safety cone” 3.94 1.09 2.44
“a blue tarp” 3.43 4.45 7.11

“a person sitting” 1.51 1.50 5.77
“a person

wearing a helmet” 1.04 1.15 2.87

“a person
riding a bike” 1.45 1.72 9.70

son sitting”, “a person wearing a helmet” and “a person riding
a bike” is 32, 99, 63, 65, 85, and 34, respectively. There-
fore, for example, TP + FP (human) for “a backpack” is
(600/32)× 50 = 938.

As can be seen from the GLIP and MDETR gains in Ta-
ble 1, vision-language object detection is effective for visual
archive searches for all six queries. In particular, a simple text
query was highly effective in searching for “a backpack”, “a
safety cone”, and “a blue tarp”. But the efficiency gain for the
query “a person ing” is not so high. A possible reason for
this is that there are many cases where “a person” is detected,
but “a person ing” is not detected. Figure 2 shows exam-
ples of the detection output. The top image is correctly de-
tected and the bottom image is not correctly detected, where
“a person” is correctly detected but “a person not wearing a
helmet” with a high output score. In addition to the exam-
ple of “a person not wearing a helmet” getting a high output
score, there were many examples of high scores for confusing
objects, such as “a person wearing a cap, a hat”.

In addition, a comparison of GLIP and MDETR show that
GLIP tended to be more effective in searching for “a back-
pack” and “a safety cone”.

As can be seen in the CLIP gains in Table 1, open-
vocabulary image classification is also effective for visual
archive searches for all six queries. Efficiency gain for “a
backpack” and, “a safety cone” is low, but the efficiency gain
for the query “a person ing” is high. Incorrect images that
have a high similarity, they tend to have characteristics differ-
ent from those obtained from the detection models. Figure 3
is the 4th-ranked image out of 24,303 images when sorted by
“a person sitting”. The image shows a chair, but not “a per-
son”. Since CLIP calculates the similarity between the entire
image and the text, it may be characterized as having a high
similarity to “images of scenes or places where the object in-
dicated by the text is likely to be in the image”.

Comparing the detection models with the classification
model, we found that the classification model is superior in
finding objects among a large number of images, in regard to
“a person ing”.

4.2 Experiment on the 600 images (with annotations)

Next, a visual search was performed on 600 images that
were labeled by a human. The purpose of this experiment
was to assess the ability to find every object in the data set
without any omissions.

Table 2 shows the Average Precision, a measure of whether
all 600 images were efficiently sorted or not. The same ten-
dency as in Table 1 is observed for “a backpack” and “a safety
cone”, where GLIP is most effective. However, GLIP is also
the most effective at finding “a blue tarp” and “a person rid-
ing a bike”, which differs from the tendency in Table 1. It is
thought that the reason for this may be that GLIP is effective
in finding all small objects without omission.

Table 2: Comparison of Average Precision [%]

GLIP MDETR CLIP
“a backpack” 19.94 6.07 13.58

“a safety cone” 84.78 27.59 28.94
“a blue tarp” 36.81 28.24 22.57

“a person sitting” 18.52 22.39 25.06
“a person

wearing a helmet” 9.25 6.26 17.27

“a person
riding a bike” 17.61 11.10 16.15

Figure 3: Example of an image with a high similarity to
“a person sitting” (photo by Kobe University Library (Kobe
University Library Great Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake Disaster
Materials Collection))

We hypothesize that the main subject of an image impacts
the accuracy because a classification model (CLIP) is trained
to text associated with the main subject of an image.

Here, the main subject of an image was related to the per-
centage of the image occupied by the object. Figure 4 plots
the total percentage of an image that is occupied by the re-
quested object, showing that CLIP was less effective than
GLIP for “a backpack”, “a safety cone”, and “a person rid-
ing a bike” compared to the other objects, which occupy a
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smaller percentage of the image than the other objects. On
the contrary, “a person sitting” and “a person wearing a hel-
met”, for which CLIP was more effective than GLIP, occupy
a larger percentage of the image than the other objects. How-
ever, although “a blue tarp” occupies a large percentage of
the image, CLIP is not as effective as GLIP in locating it. It
is clear that the accuracy of CLIP does not always increase
when the percentage of the image occupied by the requested
object is high.

The fact that a large percentage of an image is occupied by
an object may not necessarily indicate that the object is the
main subject of the image. In the random human search, “a
backpack”, “a safety cone” or “a blue tarp” tended not to be
the main subject of an image. Conversely, “a person ing”
tended to be the main subject of an image. This suggests that
whether or not an object is the main subject of an image has a
significant impact in the effectiveness of the search. However,
since the main subject of an image cannot be quantitatively
determined, it is difficult to test this hypothesis.

Figure 4: Distribution of the percentage of the image occu-
pied by objects in the 600 images

5. Conclusions

We evaluated vision-language object detection models by
determining their efficiency in visual archive searches using
text (phrase) queries. We compare the performances of classi-
fication and detection models in a visual archive search. The
relationship between the main subject of an image and the
search accuracy is not clearly understood. In future research,
we would like to fine-tune our method using the true positive
information obtained from our evaluation.
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